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ANY HOMES AVAILABLE?
From A Glass Half Full: Discrimination Against Minority Homeseekers and Implications for
Fair Housing Policy
Department of Housing and Urban Development
Vocabulary Warm-Up
Section A
1. The amenities in neighborhoods would be grocery stores, restaurants, shopping centers, movie
theaters, parks, etc.
2. Lies of all types are wrong, even those that are not blatant, because even subtle lies can hurt
people or make them feel foolish.
Section B
1. c
2. a
3. c
4. c
Section C
1. A researcher would be interested in the different ways people are treated when trying to buy a
house. I would not be surprised that people of different races have been treated differently when
seeking to buy a house because racism has been a long-standing problem that has been expressed
in all aspects of life in the United States.
2. I think the Department of Housing and Urban Development was observing any trends in
housing. I think a government agency would act as a monitor by conducting studies and
collecting and analyzing data.
3. I think predatory loans are those that victimize the borrowers in some way. Overly harsh or
unfair terms would make a loan predatory. In the quote, the predators would be those who issued
the loans and the prey would be the minority homeowners borrowing the money to buy their
homes.
Section D
1. I do not think it’s important for babies to be dressed in ways that make their gender readily
identifiable; there’s no reason to enforce gender norms on children at such a young age. Parents
sometimes do this by dressing girls in pink and boys in blue.
2. It would not mean that no individual Hispanic homebuyer had not been treated poorly, just
that not enough had been treated poorly to make a significant difference in the statistics.
Statistical significance means that there is a substantial difference between the numbers in
general, but individual cases may not fit the overall data.
3. In my school the athletic teams get a lot more attention than our musical groups and service
organizations. I don’t think it’s fair that the sports teams get a disparate share of attention
because the students in the musical groups and service organizations work just as hard as the
athletes do.
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4. I think he should choose the senior, even though the freshman may have a similar level of
talent. It would matter that the senior was a long-standing member of the team who had always
worked hard and that he would have more experience than the freshman.
5. I think discrimination and discriminatory practices continue in the United States because
prejudice persists. I hope that discrimination will be eliminated in my lifetime, but a lot of things
still need to change to make that a reality.
6. I think metropolitan living might be beneficial to the environment because people living closer
together can live more efficiently and use less energy. For example, people in metropolitan areas
can save energy by using public transportation rather than driving.
7. I think neighborhood amenities like good restaurants, public parks, convenient shopping and
entertainment options, and quality schools will be important to me when I grow up.
Section E
1. c
2. c
3. c
4. d
Check for Understanding
1. a
2. c
3. b
4. a, c
5. e=1, b=2, a=3
6. a
7. a
8. d
9. b
10. d
Writing and Discussion
Section A: What do we know about housing discrimination today and how do we know it?
1. The Department of Housing and Urban Development studies housing discrimination because
it continues even today and significantly affects the opportunities of African-Americans and
other minorities. The government has a responsibility to protect the civil rights of all Americans.
HUD studies this issue by sending pairs of testers of different races to attempt to buy or rent
homes in order to see if they are treated differently.
2. Table A-2: Make sense out of the statistics in the HUD study
Homebuyers
White homebuyers

Number of homes told
about
100

Number of homes
shown
100

Explain your
understanding
White homeseekers
are the base or
control group here;
the study suggests
that they will be
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Black homebuyers

83

82.3

Asian homebuyers

84.5

81.2

Hispanic homebuyers

100

100

told about and
shown all the
available homes.
Black homebuyers
are told about
substantially fewer
homes than white
homeseekers, and
shown an even
smaller number,
relative to white
homeseeekers.
Asian homeseekers
are told about and
shown more homes
than Black
homebuyers, but
still significantly
fewer than white
homeseekers.
Hispanic
homebuyers are told
about and shown
about the same
number of homes as
white homeseekers.

3. Students can talk about how housing discrimination remains a significant if not dramatically
obvious problem today. Students should note the degree to which black and Asian homebuyers’
chances of obtaining a home are actively diminished based on the HUD reports’ findings. They
might also note that, though such discrimination still occurs to a substantial degree, it could go
unnoticed or verified without studies like those undertaken by HUD.
Section B: Should HUD continue to address housing discrimination?
1. The historical context offered by the HUD report suggests that the Youngers live in a
cramped, rundown apartment in a poor neighborhood because of long-standing practices of racial
discrimination on the part of real estate agents and landlords. If the Younger family moved from
the South as part of the Great Migration, they may have been directed to housing in certain, lessdesirable areas of the city.
2. Table B-1: Compare the Youngers’ current home with what is available in Clybourne Park

Overall housing
conditions

Current home on
the south side of
Chicago
Cramped, low
quality housing

Textual evidence

Home in Clybourne
Park

Textual evidence

“these
goddamned
cracking walls!”

Roomy, nice house

“Three bedrooms
– nice big one for
you and Ruth”
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“these marching
roaches!”

Neighborhood
conditions

Children play in the
street

“Oh Lord, they’re
chasing a rat!”

“And there’s a
yard with a little
patch of dirt
where I could
maybe get to
grow me a few
flowers”

Wide streets with
space between
houses that have
backyards

“there’s a whole
lot of sunlight”

3. The “more blatant” form of discrimination that we see in Raisin is Mr. Lindner delivering the
offer from the neighborhood association and the references to the violence that AfricanAmericans faced when moving into all-white neighborhoods. I think housing discrimination has
become less blatant because prejudice has become less acceptable and many types of
discrimination are now illegal. I think housing discrimination continues because some people are
still racist and still hold the same sentiments expressed by Mr. Lindner about feeling more
comfortable living with people like them. I think it also continues because of the economic
segregation that persists in this country; as a result, property owners fear that allowing non-white
people into their neighborhoods could decrease their property value. People who feel this way
find ways to discriminate in more subtle ways to avoid negative social and/or legal
consequences.
4. Students can argue that HUD should continue to study housing discrimination because it still
occurs to such a significant degree. It’s important for HUD to continue its investigations because
discrimination persists in ways that are not as easily detected without systematic study and which
therefore go unchecked by laws like the 1968 Fair Housing Act. Students could also possibly
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argue that HUD doesn’t need to continue its studies because housing discrimination has declined
so much since the time in which Raisin is set.

